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Brexit — FCA’s expectations of firms

Of relevance to
All firms

Useful links
fca.org.uk/news/statements/brexit-what
-we-expect-firms-now

The Treasury has published legislation to give the UK financial regulators
the power to make transitional provisions connected to changes to
financial services legislation. If the UK leaves the EU without an agreement,
the FCA intends to use this power to ensure that firms and other regulated
entities can generally continue to comply with their regulatory obligations
as they did before exit day for a temporary period.
However, the FCA has said that there are some areas where it would not be
consistent with its statutory objectives to grant transitional relief. In the
areas listed below, the FCA expects firms and other regulated persons to
begin preparing to comply with changed obligations now.
▪

MiFID II transaction reporting — the UK’s transaction reporting
regime under MiFID II will change as a result of Brexit, including
connected obligations such as the requirement to submit financial
reference data. These changes will apply from exit day. This includes
EEA firms entering the temporary permissions regime, as well as UKapproved reporting mechanisms (ARMs) that submit reports on behalf
of firms. Receiving complete and accurate transaction reports is
crucial to the FCA’s ability to ensure market oversight and integrity.

▪

EMIR reporting obligations — from exit day, all firms and central
counterparties (“CCPs”) who enter into derivatives transactions in
scope of EMIR will be required to report into a UK-registered trade
repository (TR). This is crucial to enable TRs to fulfil their reporting
obligations to the FCA (or the Bank of England in the case of CCPs),
enabling oversight of derivative markets and effective monitoring of
systemic risk. (See FCA FRIDS and Transaction Reporting below).

▪

Issuer rules — EEA entities that have securities admitted to trading,
or traded, on UK markets will be required to submit information to
the FCA and disclose certain information to the market after exit. This
is integral to the FCA’s ability to ensure the effective functioning of
markets, protection of consumers, and enhancing market integrity.

▪

Contractual recognition of bail-in — to safeguard resolvability, firms
will need to include contractual recognition of bail-in within terms in
all new or materially-amended liabilities governed by the law of an
EEA State, with the exception of unsecured liabilities that are not
debt instruments.

▪

Short selling notifications — any firm wishing to use the exemption
for market-making activities under the Short Selling Regulation will be
required to join a UK trading venue and notify the FCA of their
intention to use the market maker exemption 30 days ahead of their
continued on next page
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Brexit — FCA’s expectations of firms
(continued)

intended use. Any notifications already made to the FCA will remain
valid post-exit. This is essential to the FCA’s ability to monitor short
selling activity and ensure market integrity.
▪

Use of credit ratings for regulatory purposes — after exit, all ratings
will need to be issued or endorsed by a Credit Ratings Agency (“CRA”)
established in the UK and registered with the FCA for them to be
eligible for regulatory use. Users of credit ratings should therefore
take steps to ensure they are operationally ready to use credit ratings
issued or endorsed by FCA-registered CRAs after exit day. To help
provide some continuity to users of credit ratings, ratings issued or
endorsed in the EU before exit by a CRA with an affiliate registered or
currently applying for registration with the FCA, may be used for
regulatory purposes in the UK for up to one year after exit.

▪

Securitisation — UK originators or sponsors will need to direct
notifications to the FCA from exit day for UK securitisations they wish
to be considered simple, transparent, and standardised (“STS”) under
the Securitisation Regulation. UK originators, sponsors, or
securitisation special purpose entities (“SSPEs”) choosing to make use
of a third-party verifier (“TPV”) to assess compliance with the STS
criteria, may only use a TPV established in the UK and authorised by
the FCA .

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/brexit-what-we-expect-firms-now
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FCA FIRDS and Transaction Reporting

Of relevance to
Firms and entities subject to transaction
reporting under MiFID II

Useful links
fca.org.uk/markets/market-dataregimes/fca-firds-and-transactionreporting

Should the UK leave the EU without a transition period, the FCA expects
firms, trading venues and ARMs (Approved Reporting Mechanisms) to take
reasonable steps to comply with their requirements under the Transaction
Reporting Regime by exit day and any requirements they have to submit
instrument reference data.
The FCA is replacing the European Securities and Markets Authority’s
(“ESMA”) Financial Instruments Reference Data System (“FIRDS”) with its
own “FCA FIRDS”.
ESMA’s FIRDS records all those instruments reported by EU trading venues
as being traded on them and helps firms, amongst other things, determine
their reporting obligations.
The FCA will start feeding its new FCA FIRDS with live production data from
early March to ensure that it has a full database of instruments by 29 March
2019. The FCA also intends to publish an extract of ESMA data in FCA FIRDS,
given that the scope of the UK transaction reporting regime includes
instruments traded on venues in the EU27, regardless of whether they are
also traded on UK venues.
Firms will be able to test the new FCA FIRDS from 21 February 2019.
What firms need to do:
The three main categories of firms that will need to take action to prepare
for the 29 March 2019 are:
▪

All firms who want to access FCA FIRDS to support their transaction
reporting obligations will need to connect (either directly or via a
third party) to FCA FIRDS publication tool. The timetable for industry
testing is outlined above.

▪

UK trading venues will need to prepare to transaction report for
transactions on their venues by their EEA members (who are not
operating through a UK branch), who report to their home state
within the EEA and who will become 3rd country firms as regards the
UK after 29 March 2019.

▪

EEA firms who operate through a UK branch, and who enter the
temporary permissions regime, will need to begin preparations to
either connect directly to the FCA’s Market Data Processor or use an
Approved Reporting Mechanism (“ARM”) to be able to transaction
report to the FCA by 29 March 2019. Some firms may need to change
their ARM, if their current ARM is not planning to make use of the
temporary authorisation regime for EEA Data Reporting Service
Providers (DRSPs) or is not connected to the FCA’s Market Data
continued on next page
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FCA FIRDS and Transaction Reporting
(continued)

Processor by 29 March 2019. A list of all ARMs authorised by the FCA
can be found on the FCA’s DRSP webpage. The FCA will update this
list for EEA DRSPs that have notified it of their intention to use the
temporary authorisation regime and that have onboarded to the MDP
system. However, if a firm is unsure whether its ARM intends to
operate in the UK after the 29 March 2019 it can also contact its ARM
directly, as the ARM may be in a better position to give their clients
timely information about their intentions. The FCA is reminding firms
that connecting to an ARM can take several weeks so if firms are
looking to make a change to comply with their UK reporting
obligations, they should make contact with ARMs in good time.
The FCA has said it expects that firms used to transaction reporting in the
UK will see very little change to the underlying mechanics of reporting or
the reporting logic.
https://www.fca.org.uk/markets/market-data-regimes/fca-firds-andtransaction-reporting
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FCA agrees Memorandums of Understanding (“MoUs”) with
ESMA and EU regulators to allow co-operation and exchange
of information

Of relevance to
All firms

Useful links
fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/fcaagrees-mous-esma-and-eu-regulatorsallow-cooperation-and-exchangeinformation

The FCA has agreed MoUs with ESMA and EU regulators.
The MoUs cover co-operation and exchange of information in the event the
UK leaves the EU without a withdrawal agreement and transition period.
Until an agreement is reached the FCA will continue to plan for a range of
scenarios, including if the UK leaves the EU without an agreement.
The MoUs are:
▪

a multilateral MoU with EU and EEA National Competent Authorities
covering supervisory cooperation, enforcement and information
exchange; and

▪

an MoU with ESMA covering supervision of Credit Rating Agencies and
Trade Repositories.

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/fca-agrees-mous-esma-and-eu
-regulators-allow-cooperation-and-exchange-information
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FCA publishes a second set of rules following the
Asset Management Market Study

Of relevance to
UK AUTHORISED Fund Managers (UCITS,
NURS and QIS)

In relation to UK Authorised Fund Managers, in respect of their
management of authorised funds, the FCA has published new rules and
guidance to improve the quality of information available to consumers
about the funds they invest in.
The new rules and guidance:
▪

set out how fund managers should describe fund objectives and
investment policies to make them more useful to investors;

▪

require fund managers to explain why or how their funds use
particular benchmarks or, if they do not use a benchmark, how
investors should assess the performance of a fund;

▪

require fund managers who use benchmarks to reference them
consistently across the fund’s documents;

▪

require fund managers who present a fund’s past performance to do
so against each benchmark used as a constraint on portfolio
construction or as a performance target, and

▪

clarify that where a performance fee is specified in the prospectus, it
must be calculated based on the scheme’s performance after the
deduction of all other fees.

The new FCA Handbook rules and guidance relating to benchmarks will
come into force in May 2019 for new funds and in August 2019 for existing
funds.
The new rules follow previous FCA publications in relation to Authorised
Fund Managers which cover:
▪

a requirement for fund managers to make an annual assessment of
value, as part of their duty to act in the best interests of the investors
in their funds;

▪

a requirement for fund managers to appoint a minimum of two
independent directors to their boards;

▪

the introduction of a new prescribed responsibility under the Senior
Managers and Certification Regime to bring individual focus and
accountability; and

▪

technical changes to (i) improve fairness around the way in which fund
managers profit from investors buying and selling their funds; and (ii)
facilitate the movement of investors into cheaper share classes.

These rules generally come into force in September 2019 though rules
concerning Box Profits come into force in April 2019.
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FCA Consults on crypto-assets guidance

Of relevance to
Firms involved with Crypto-assets

Useful links
fca.org.uk/publications/consultationpapers/cp19-3-guidance-cryptoassets

The FCA is consulting on Guidance for crypto-assets in order to provide
regulatory clarity for market participants carrying on activities in this space.
The Final Guidance will help market participants to understand whether the
crypto-assets they use are within the regulatory perimeter. This will alert
market participants to pertinent issues and should help them better
understand whether they need to be authorised and what rules or
regulations apply to their business.
The Consultation Paper sets out where tokens are likely to be:
▪

Specified Investments under the Regulated Activities Order;

▪

Financial Instruments under the Markets in Financial Instruments
Directive II;

▪

E-Money under the E-Money Regulations; or

▪

Captured under the Payment Services Regulations.

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp19-3-guidancecryptoassets
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ESMA sets out use of UK Data in ESMA databases
under a No-Deal Brexit

Of relevance to
All firms

Useful links
esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/
esma-sets-out-use-uk-data-in-esmadatabases-under-no-deal-brexit

On 5 February 2019, ESMA published a statement on the use of UK data in
ESMA databases and the performance of MiFID II calculations under a nodeal Brexit.
ESMA’s statement aims to set out its approach it will take on all ESMA IT
applications and databases. The statement sets out details on the following
calculations under a no-deal Brexit:
▪

Reference data;

▪

Relevant Competent Authority (“RCA”);

▪

Annual transparency calculations for equity instruments;

▪

Transparency calculations for non-equity instruments (Quarterly
liquidity determination for bonds & Annual transparency calculations
for bonds (LIS, SSTI) and for all non-equity instruments other than
bonds (liquidity status, LIS, SSTI));

▪

Calculations for systematic internalisers (SI) determination;

▪

Double Volume Cap; and

▪

Ancillary Activity calculations.

https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-sets-out-use-uk
-data-in-esma-databases-under-no-deal-brexit
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FCA approach to MiFID Transparency calculations

Of relevance to
All firms

Useful links
fca.org.uk/news/statements/fcaapproach-mifid-transparency-

The FCA has released a statement in response to the ESMA statement
concerning the use of UK data in ESMA databases and the performance of
MiFID II calculations in the EU 27 if the UK leaves the EU without a
withdrawal agreement. The FCA has confirmed that in such a scenario, it
will no longer send UK trading data to ESMA.
The FCA has said that by the end of February it expects to set out its
approach to using its temporary powers to operate MiFID II in the UK.
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/fca-approach-mifid-transparencycalculations
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Notice of ESMA’s Product Intervention Renewal
Decision on Contracts for Differences

Of relevance to
Firms marketing CFDs

Useful links
esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/
notice-esma’s-product-interventionrenewal-decision-in-relation-contracts-0

page 11

On 23 January 2019, ESMA adopted a Decision under Article 40 of
Regulation (EU) No 600/20141 to restrict the marketing, distribution or sale
of contracts for differences (“CFDs”) to retail clients. The Decision renews
and amends ESMA Decision (EU) 2018/7962 on the same terms as the
previous renewal decision, ESMA Decision (EU) 2018/16363.
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/notice-esma’sproduct-intervention-renewal-decision-in-relation-contracts-0
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ESMA Report finds Investment Product performance
highly impacted by charges

Of relevance to
All firms

Useful links
esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/
esma-report-finds-investment-productperformance-highly-impacted-charges

ESMA has published its first Annual Statistical Report (“Report”) on the cost
and performance of retail investment products. The report covers
Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities (“UCITS”),
Alternative Investment Funds sold to retail investors (retail AIFs) and
Structured Retail Products (“SRPs”).
The Report provides National Competent Authorities with useful
information to support the implementation of the Capital Markets Union,
and aims to facilitate increased participation by retail investors in capital
markets by providing consistent EU-wide information on cost and
performance of investment products. It also demonstrates the relevance of
disclosure of costs to investors, as required by the MiFID II, UCITS and
PRIIPs rules and the need for asset managers and investment firms to act in
the best interest of investors, as laid down in requirements of MiFID II, the
UCITS and AIFM Directives.
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-report-findsinvestment-product-performance-highly-impacted-charges
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FCA proposes new measures to encourage effective
stewardship

Of relevance to
Asset managers

Useful links
fca.org.uk/news/news-stories/fcaproposes-new-measures-encourageeffective-stewardship

The FCA is proposing new measures and gathering views on how to
encourage effective stewardship in the interests of investors. Most UK
consumers hold investments, for example through their pensions, which are
looked after by asset managers. Asset managers have a duty to oversee
these investments in their clients’ interests.
The FCA, in conjunction with the Financial Reporting Council (“FRC”), is now
asking what more could be done to encourage asset managers to monitor
closely the companies they invest in, actively engage with them, and hold
them to account on material issues — delivering long-term, effective
stewardship.
The two papers published are:
▪

A Consultation Paper on regulatory measures to implement the
provisions of the amended Shareholder Rights Directive (“SRD II”) for
FCA-regulated life insurers and asset managers, as well as for issuers
of shares in respect of related party transactions. The Directive comes
into effect in June 2019 and, assuming a transition period for EU
Withdrawal is agreed, will need to be transposed in the UK. SRD II
aims to promote effective stewardship and long-term investment
decision-making.

▪

A joint Discussion Paper (DP) by the FCA and the FRC on the
importance of effective stewardship. This DP aims to advance the
debate about what effective stewardship should look like, what the
minimum expectations should be for financial services firms who
invest for clients and beneficiaries, the standards the UK should aspire
to and how these might best be achieved.

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/news-stories/fca-proposes-new-measuresencourage-effective-stewardship
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Key Dates

Key Date
10 March 2019

Topic
Internalised Settlement reporting requirements—ESMA to issue regulatory and
implementing technical standards

Competition and Markets Authority due to complete their investigation into the
supply and acquisition of investment consultancy services and fiduciary
13 March 2019
management services to institutional investors, including pension schemes,
charities, insurance companies and endowment funds
11pm on Friday Brexit—European Union (Withdrawal) Bill will repeal the European Communities
Act 1972 and make other provision in connection with the withdrawal of the UK
29 March 2019 from the EU
Spring 2019

Financial Guidance and Claims Bill—FCA takes over regulation of Claims
Management Services

FCA requires managers of dual-priced authorised funds to pay box profits to the
1 April 2019 fund for the benefit of investors or to individual investors who have bought or sold
units
6 April 2019 New FCA rules on pension transfer assumptions to use when revaluing benefits
December 2019

Senior Managers & Certification Regime to cover all FSMA authorised firms,
replacing the Approved Persons Regime

End of 30-month period during which the US Securities and Exchanged Commission
3 July 2020 provides market participants with greater certainty regarding their US regulated
activities and compliance with MiFID II rules on Investment Research
July 2020 5th Money Laundering Directive to be adopted throughout Europe
October 2020 Pension transfer specialists to obtain the investment advice qualification
31 December 2020 Brexit—end of transitional period
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Past Regulatory Roundup issues
are available at
www.complyport.com/our-services/
regulatory-updates

You can access our latest news
stories at
www.complyport.com/news
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